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At low temperatures, the l@ssbauer spectra of many lunar samples with 
high olivine content exhibit a distinct set of magnetic hyperfine peaks, as 
illustrated in the top spectrum of Fig. 1) (peaks labeled 0). 

V E L O C I T Y  ( m m l s )  

Fig. 1) - Low temperature b48ssbauer spectra of 15555 before 
(top) and after (bottom) annealing at 10.OO°C. The 
brackets labeled P indicate the main spectral con- 
tribution of pyroxene. 

Since the Fe content of lunar olivines is rather low (Q Fo70-80, in most 
cases) it is unlikely that they could exhibit true antiferromagnetic order, 
even at liquid helium temperatures, and we have suggested (Huffmm, et al., 
1974) that the observed hyperfine structure arises from superparamagnetic 
clusters of antiferromagnetically coupled ~ e 2 +  spins in olivine mirror sites 
which are large enough to have spin relaxation times at 4OK which exceed the 
nuclear Lamor precession time. This is supported by the close proximity of 
these peaks to the mirror site peaks observed by Kundig et al. (1967) iri 
antiferromagnetic fayalite at 4OK (arrows labeled TI in Fig. 1)). 
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A detailed analysis of these rather complex spectra is difficult; how- 
ever, the approximate percentage of the total Fe which gives rise to the 
olivine hyperfine peaks can be determined from the relative area under the 
well resolved peak at % 4.5 mrn/sec. The results of such an analysis for a 
number of high olivine lunar samples is given in Table I. 

Table I - Low temperature ~lo~sbauer results for olivine rich lunar samples. 
Absorber $: roadenlng Total 

Sample # temp. -- '9: Feoe Fe'M Feo!2 of ;yroxene pealcs ut. % FeO 

15555 4.57 K 18.8 20.9 .90 Large 22.4 
15555,ann. 4.6 K 12.7 20.9 .61 Small 22.4 

at 1000°C 
15556 4.55 K 11.8 7.1 1.3 + - %.4* Large 22.3 
61156-11 4.86 K 21.2 34.2 .62 Large 7.75 
61156-12 4.7 K 34.5 43.9 .79 Large 7.75 
67455 4.5 K 28.8 42.7 .67 Large 3.41 
68415 4.5 K 0 45.7 0 Small 4.19 
68815 4.5 K 0 59.7 0 Small 4.96 
60315 4.7 K 25.8 37.7 .68 Large 9.59 
60315 7.7 K 12.7 37.7 .34 Medium 9.59 
60315 14.5 K 3.3 37.7 .09 Small 9.59 

*The standard deviation is % \. 3%; see Huffman et al., 1974 for more 
detail on the Fe phase distribution of these samples. 

Here, Feo2 denotes the total percentage of Fe in olivine (Huffman, et al., 
1974), F q  is the percentage of the total Fe which gives rise to the olivine 
magnetic hyperfine peaks, and the remaining columns are self explanatory. In 
addition to these lunar samples, we have also examined three terrestrial oli- 
vines having approximately the same Fe content as lunar olivine ; none of these 
three showed hyperfine peaks of the type under discussion. 

It is seen that the fraction of the ~ e 2 +  in olivine which is included in 
the superparamagnetic mirror-site clusters (Fqi/FeoR, column 5) varies from 0 
to 1.0; it seems likely that this ratio will decrease with increasing cooling 
rate, since slower cooling should promote preferential Fe occupation of the 
slightly larger, more stable mirror sites. This view is supported by the 
spectrum obtained after annealing sample 15555 in an evacuated quartz capsule 
at 1000°C for 24 hours and quenching (bottom spectrum, Fig. 1)). As shown in 
Table I, F is decreased by about 30% following this treatment. It is also 
seen that 41 t e slow spin relaxation broadening of the pyroxene peaks is de- 
creased in 15555 after annealing and is also small in the two lunar samples 
(68415 and 68815) which have Fql = 0. As previously noted, (Schrverer et a1 . , 
1972) this broadening and a more complex pyroxene hyperfine structure which 
occurs at % 2 K may be due to superparamagnetic clusters in that phase. 
Further order-disorder annealing studies of high olivine lunar samples and 
terrestrial olivines are in progress. 

Further points of interest are as follo~is: 1) Results for 60315 at 
several temperatures (Table I) show typical superparamagnetic behavior, with 
th .intensit ~f the olivine h erfine eaks decreasing but the h er ine 
spf lttlng reMalning approxlmat8y cons&t . 2) ~t 500 -600 K, the~uairu~ole 
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doublets from the 141 and 112 sites in olivine are partially resolved 
~ibschGtz et al., 1967) and s~ectra of 68815 and 60315 at 500 K indicate 
nearly equal Fe occupation of the two sites in the former and preferential 
occupation of one site for the latter; however, interference of pyroxene 
peaks makes this result less conclusive than the lortr temperature data. 
3) 15555 and 15556 are notable in that they contain considerably more total 
FeO than other high olivine samples and essentially all of their olivine Fe 
contributes to the olivine hyperfine peaks. This may indicate reheating of 
these samples for a long time period at moderate temperatures. 

1) 
Efforts at blossbauer detection of lunar magnetite indicated by FPR 

studies have been somewhat inconclusive, except to indic.ate that most of any 
magnetite present must be largely superparamagnetic (Forrester, 1973). 1j!e 
have studied a synthetic glass containing magnetite precipitates having a 
mean diameter of 100°A;* the percentages of this supsrparamagnetic magnetite 
which are magnetically ordered with respect to the Mossbauer measurement at 
various temperatures are displayed below. 

T (K) 1 4.6 2 7 50 7 7 295 
% magnetic 1 65 45.1 34.9 20.5 0 

Even if it is assumed that all of the non-magnetic signal at 4.6 K arises 
from unprecipitated ~ e 3 +  and ~ e 2 +  in the glass matrix, it is seen that only 
30 to 70% of the fine magnetite ~recipitates yield magnetic hyperfine peaks 
in the temperature range where llossbauer detection of lunar magnetite is most 
likely (Forrester, 1973) . 
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